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Abstract
Mass spectrometry-based proteomics has become the standard approach for identifying
and quantifying proteins. A vital step consists of analyzing experimentally generated
mass spectra to identify the underlying peptide sequences, for later mapping to the
originating proteins. We here present the latest developments to SearchGUI, a common
open source interface for the most frequently used freely available proteomics search
and de novo engines, which has evolved into a central component in numerous
bioinformatics workflows.
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Introduction
Peptide identification is a cornerstone in most modern proteomics data analysis
pipelines, either by mapping the experimentally generated mass spectra to potential
peptide sequences from a protein sequence database(1) or against a set of known
spectra from a spectral database(2), or by analyzing the spectra directly using de novo
sequencing or tagging(3). Numerous algorithms have been developed to help with this
processing, both commercial and open source. Using these algorithms may however
require advanced computational skills and/or paying for, often closed source,
commercial software packages.
Here we present a completely redesigned version of SearchGUI, a common open
source interface for the most frequently used freely available proteomics search and de
novo engines, which makes it straightforward to carry out peptide identification, either
by using an intuitive graphical user interface or via the command line, e.g. for running in
the cloud or on a cluster(4). Since the first release back in 2010(5), SearchGUI has been
under continuous development, while at the same time gaining a growing userbase.
Accurate usage statistics are difficult to obtain given that SearchGUI downloads
are automated without user tracking, and bioinformatics tools are often run in protected
environments that prevent software from accessing the Internet. However, based on the
users who enabled automated updates, over 60,000 sessions were started over the past
year, showing good adoption by the community.
This manuscript highlights the most important recent improvements and
demonstrates the increasingly wider array of use cases in which SearchGUI can be
employed.
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Results
This section provides an overview of the major new features added since the
initial release of SearchGUI. It is not exhaustive in terms of new features and code
changes. Readers wanting more details are referred to the release notes section at the
SearchGUI website (compomics.github.io/projects/searchgui).
Originally, SearchGUI only supported two search engines: OMSSA (6) and X!
Tandem (7). In the current version, a total of eight search engines are supported, namely
OMSSA, X! Tandem, MyriMatch (8), MS Amanda (9), MS-GF+ (10), Comet (11), Tide (12),
and Andromeda (13). All can be set up and run from the same graphical user interface or
command line, ensuring that a single set of parameters is translated to the specific
settings required by the individual search engines. This makes it straightforward for any
user to run multiple search engines with the same input files and search settings,
reducing the need to set up and configure each search engine separately. The advanced
settings for each search engine are also easily available for fine-tuning by expert users.
In addition to the eight proteomics search engines, SearchGUI now also supports
two common de novo engines in DirecTag (14) and Novor (15). The first being a tagbased algorithm, while the second provides complete peptide sequences. Being able to
run both standard search and de novo sequence algorithms on the same data sets gives
more flexibility for workflow design and will hopefully increase the number of total
spectra that can be identified. Note that the same parameters used for the search
engines are also used for de novo, albeit specific de novo settings can also be edited.
The standard spectral input format in peptide identification is the Mascot
Generic Format (matrixscience.com/help/data_file_help.html#GEN), known as mgf.
However, SearchGUI now supports preprocessing and conversion of raw data formats
through the embedded use of msconvert from the ProteoWizard (16) library. All the
user has to do is refer to the location of the ProteoWizard installation and the
conversion will be done automatically. The advanced msconvert parameters can also be
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accessed directly from SearchGUI, e.g. to tune signal processing as part of the
conversion. This addition removes the need for a separate step to convert raw files, thus
simplifying the data processing pipeline.
In addition, the output of all the search and de novo engines can now be
forwarded seamlessly to PeptideShaker (17) for joint analysis. All the PeptideShaker
processing and filtering parameters can be accessed directly from SearchGUI when
setting up the workflow, removing the need for an extra manual step in the pipeline to
carry out the protein identification. Being able to run both SearchGUI and PeptideShaker
from the same interface greatly simplifies the task of protein identification, and at the
same time enables users to easily compare the output from individual algorithms,
increasing the overall number of peptide identifications (18). SearchGUI has also been
incorporated into the Reshake feature of PeptideShaker, enabling the reprocessing of
public data sets in the PRIDE repository (19) using all supported algorithms.
As illustrated in Figure 1, to accommodate all the new features, the SearchGUI
graphical user interface has been entirely redesigned. As a part of this process the userfriendliness has also been dramatically improved, and more of the advanced settings
made available to users, which could previously only be altered from the command line.
This includes making it possible to alter all of the more than 200 advanced search and de
novo parameters directly from the graphical user interface, making it as customizable as
the command line. Better support for setting up user-defined post-translational
modifications has also been added, plus a simpler way of interacting with the numerous
settings required to control the postprocessing identification pipeline.
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Figure 1: The new interface of SearchGUI makes it possible to set up and run eight
proteomics search engines and two de novo engines, including preprocessing of raw data
via ProteoWizard and postprocessing of the identifications via PeptideShaker, all from the
same interface. Tool-specific settings are available by clicking the cogwheels.

At the same time, the command line support for SearchGUI has been significantly
extended, making it possible to run all ten engines via a single command line, with
access to all the individual advanced parameters. The file management has been
simplified and control of intermediate files expanded. These changes have allowed
integration of SearchGUI in Galaxy (20), Bioconda (bioconda.github.io) and
BioContainers (21), see compomics.github.io/projects/searchgui/wiki/searchcli for
more details.
Together with PeptideShaker, SearchGUI has been used at a long list of
international courses and workshops. This has resulted in extensive tutorial material
detailing both how to use the tools, but equally important how to understand and
optimize the long list of parameters required to set up a protein identification
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pipeline (22). All of the tutorial material is freely available at
compomics.com/bioinformatics-for-proteomics.

Conclusions
The highly adaptable nature of SearchGUI is its strongest feature, as indicated by
the fact that it is already being used in a wide range of contexts and across various
technical solutions, as illustrated in Figure 2. The development of SearchGUI is still an
ongoing process, with future plans including the addition of spectral library search
engines and algorithms optimized for open modification searches. Through long-term
development and user support, we believe that it will become accessible to even more
users, hopefully resulting in better and more user-friendly protein identification
pipelines.

Figure 2: Overview of the SearchGUI environment, showcasing its adaptability to a wide array of
use cases, and highlighting all the additions and extensions since the initial release.

SearchGUI is developed in Java and is open source under the very permissive
Apache2 license. It is supported on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux (with individual
restrictions for third-party software). Cross-platform executable binaries, source code,
documentation and support are available at compomics.github.io/projects/searchgui.
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